Westland

*Accession Number:*

*Parentage:*
Heyer #12 x Dr. Bill

*Released by:*
Alberta Special Crops and Horticultural Research Center, Brooks, AB

*Date:*
1980

*Notes:*
Fruit 7.5cm, pale yellow green, washed and striped red. Good cooking. Keeps 6-8 weeks. Boyko notes "Too droopy and untidy, and not easy to prune." But Evans notes "Droops due to heavy bearing. Large fruit, annual crop, needs no thinning, snow white flesh doesn't brown, good texture. Ripens early September." Manchester notes "Fruit hangs on and keeps better than Norland. Not as good eating, and probably not as hardy as Norland." Coutts notes "A poor apple, a poor tree, and a poor breeder." Possibly triploid. Tested as PF 8.

[-Edible Apples in Prairie Canada](#)

A large cooking apple, ripens in mid to late August, yellowish with light red stripes; stores moderately well and has moderate hardiness.

[-Hort Facts, Stushnoff, 1985](#)

Originated at the Morden Research Station, Agriculture Canada by C. R. Ure for the Prairie Fruit Breeding Cooperative, selected as 11E-14-40 at AHRC, Brooks Alberta, tested as PF 8, and released by the Morden Research Station in 1979. The tree is semi-vigorous, round headed with wide angled crotches but weak pendulous branches. It is hardy throughout zone 2 and moderately susceptible to fire blight. The fruit is large, 7-9 cm (3-3.5") in diameter and round conic in shape with slight ribbing, and matures in mid to late August. The skin is greenish-yellow base overlaid 40-60% with dull red stripes. The flesh is cream white tinged with red, crisp, juicy moderately acid but sweet. It is only fair for fresh eating but good for cooking. It stores for 6-8 weeks. Note: Besides the weak pendulous branching, the tree has a tendency to set fruit mostly on terminal buds, exaggerating the weeping form which requires special pruning techniques. The tree should be pruned annually, cutting back all branches to shorten annual growth and strengthen the wood and removing terminal fruit buds, especially during the training years.

[-Prairie Apple Cultivars, Peters](#)